Behavioral modulation of neuronal activity in monkey striate cortex: excitation in the absence of active central fixation.
Two rhesus monkeys were trained to fixate a small fixation point for randomly varying periods of time using the dimming paradigm. During single unit recording in the striate cortex the fixation point was turned off for a few hundred milliseconds in the presence of a peripheral stimulus. During the disappearance of the fixation point the peripheral stimulus could dim and because of that, in some trials the monkey's saccade to the stimulus right after the offset of the fixation point. In other trials of the same task the monkeys suppressed the execution of a saccade without missing the dimming of the stimulus. During the monkeys performance of this task, striate cortex neurons display an increase of activity after fixation point offset in the presence of a receptive field stimulus, independent of the monkey's decision to look at it or not. Its occurrence can be interpreted as a sign of the monkey having interrupted active fixation of the fixation point and/or having shifted its visual attention towards the peripheral target without necessarily executing a saccade to it.